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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
It is of considerable interest, both for theoretical purposes and for the 
applications, to obtain information about the location of the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of a matrix. There is an extensive literature on the location of 
the eigenvalues. (See, for example, the survey by Householder [ll].) Some- 
what less is known about the location of eigenvectors. 
One important result is the Perron theorem which states that a positive 
matrix has a positive eigenvector belonging to a positive eigenvalue (Perron 
[17]; Frobenius [6, 71). This has given rise to a considerable literature 
(see Brauer [4], Seneta [20]). Of course, many theorems on the effect of 
perturbations give information on the eigenvectors of a matrix close to a 
given matrix (Kato [14]). 
Many results on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices can be 
extended to infinite-dimensional spaces. We may mention, for example, 
the Jentzsch theorem on integral operators with positive kernel [12], and its 
generalizations. (See Ostrowski [16], Krein and Rutman [I 51.) 
In this paper we present several results on the location of the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of complex matrices, together with some extensions to 
infinite-dimensional sequence spaces. For example, we can obtain a result 
of the form (Theorem 12): 
Let C = (f&), 0 < j, k < N, be a matrix such that 
cj, = rjk exp(ifijk), rjk 3 0, -3-T < o,, < 7r, 
* At the time of Mark Gurari’s death on May 8, 1952, he was in the Department of 
Theoretical Physics at the University of Liverpool. A manuscript in German on the above 
subject was found among his papers. We have prepared this paper from his manuscript, 
extended and simplified some results, and put the material in relation to other published 
work. In the manuscript the author refers to a uniqueness theorem related to Theorem 12, 
and to analogs for integral equations. Unfortunately, these results are apparently lost. 
Paul C. Rosenbloom, Department of Mathematics, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, New York 10027. 
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and set 
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If0 < 6’ < rrj8 and 
then C has an eigenvector z in the set 
s(3e): z. = 1, I arg zj / < 38 for O<j<N. 
Our proof gives F(b, 0) = sin(4B) cos(8/2)/b. We have not tried to obtain 
a very sharp result, but have been concerned in getting an F which is explicit 
and easy to compute, and which lends itself to extension to the infinite- 
dimensional case. 
If a = 0, then Cj, = 0 for jk # 0, so that we may call C a border matrix. 
Condition (1) says that C has a dominant border. While there is a considerable 
literature on matrices with a dominant main diagonal, little seems to have 
been done on matrices of the above type. 
If C is a border matrix, then we may easily show that: 
(a) C has the eigenvalue h = 0 with multiplicity N - 1, and the 
corresponding (N - I)-dimensional eigenspace defined by 
20 = 0, f c&z, = 0. 
1 
(b) The roots of the quadratic equation 
A2 - c,,x - d = 0, d = i ColeGo, 
k-1 
are also eigenvalues, and have the eigenvectors 
zo = A, zj = ci, for j > 0. 
A border matrix is also a matrix of rank at most 2, but for our purposes 
the above representation in a particular coordinate system seems more 
convenient. 
By applying known results in perturbation theory (see Kato [14], Rosen- 
bloom[l S]), we can also obtain sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of an 
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eigenvalue in a specified region, and information on the location of the 
corresponding eigenvector. For instance, we obtain a result of the form: If 
and 
and 
C0jCjo/Ci$J >, 0 for all.j, and d # 0, 
then C has a unique eigenvalue in the half-plane R(h/C,,,) > 4. and a corre- 
sponding eigenvector x in the region 
where 
for j 3 0, 
sin 01 = B,(d/C&) 6, 0 < 01 < 42. 
Here B and Bl are explicitly computable functions of d/C,& . 
Of course, we can apply perturbation theory to obtain similar results for 
nearly positive matrices. Combining perturbation theory with the results of 
Ostrowski [16] (see also Birkhoff [2], Hopf [lo]), we obtain results of the 
type: 
If Cj, = rik exp(idjk) and rjl, > 0, 1 eik j < 0 < 42 for j, k 3 0, and 
0 < y .< 42, and 
2 sin(ej2) < B, sin y, 
then C has an eigenvector in S(y). 
Here B, is an easily computable function of the rji, . 
If R = (rjJ is positive, and h, is the positive eigenvalue of R, then there is 
a certain constant NR < 1 such that for N,X, < r < h, and 0 sufficiently 
small, the matrix C has a unique eigenvalue in I X I > r. There will be an 
eigenvector of C, belonging to this eigenvalue, in the region S(y). Also C has 
no other eigenvector in S(y). For NR we can use Ostrowski’s sharpening of 
Birkhoff’s bound. Again all bounds are computable from the data R, r, 
and y. 
If R is nonnegative but some power R” is positive, so that R belongs to 
the class of power-positive matrices tudied by Brauer [3], then we can obtain 
similar results. 
In many applications we are dealing with large matrices, or matrices 
depending on parameters, or families of matrices. It is then important to find 
comparatively simple functions of the elements, in terms of which we can 
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obtain the desired information about the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
Thus the practical significance of our results is perhaps the identification of 
such computable functions of the data, and the orders of magnitude of the 
bounds we obtain. 
We note, finally, that the approaches of Kantorovich et al. [13], and 
Krein and Rutman [IS], may lend themselves to extensions to infinite- 
dimensional spaces. 
2. THE PERRON THEOREM 
We begin by recalling the Perron theorem.’ A matrix C = (CJe), I <j, 
k :::I n, is called nonnegative, C > 0, if Cj, 3 0 for all j, k, and is called 
positive, C > 0, if Cj, > 0 for allj, k. We defined similarly the concepts of 
nonnegative and positive vectors. 
PERRON’S THEOREM [17]. If C . ’ 0, then C has a positive eigenvector 
belonging to a positive eigenvalue A. 
(a) Jf ,u is any other eigenvalue, then j p / < A. 
(b) The eigenspace of X is one-dimensional. 
(c) There is no other eigenvalue which has a nonnegative eigenvector. 
We shall denote this eigenvalue by h, . It can also be characterized in 
terms of a variational problem. For any x > 0, let 
T(S) = min (1 C,,X,J.Y,). 
I, 
Then the maximum of T(X) for x :, 0 and 
I x!’ --= max j xj j = I 
i 
is attained, and this maximum is X, . 
Frobenius [6, 71 extended Perron’s theorem to certain classes of non- 
negative matrices and characterized those nonnegative matrices which have 
more than one eigenvalue of maximum modulus. The extension is especially 
simple for the class of matrices introduced by Brauer [3]. He calls a matrix C 
power-positive if some power c”’ is positive. 
1 Editor’s note: In the original manuscript, the Perron theorem is rediscovered. The 
proof is similar to the one given in Bellman [t], and ascribed to unpublished work of 
Bohnenblust. We have presented Gurari’s argument in a way which brings out some 
additional points of interest. 
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THEOREM 1. If C >, 0 and Cm > 0, then the maximum of T(X) for x > 0, 
I[ x 11 = 1, is attained. The maximum is a positive eigenvalue hc , and is 
attained for a positive eigenvector 5belonging to Xc . 
Proojl We note first that T(X) may be characterized as the maximum 
of the real numbers T such that 
cx - i-x > 0. 
Since Cx - 7(x)x >, 0 and C > 0, we infer that 
that is, 
so that 
C(Cx - ‘(X)X) > 0, 
C% - T(X) cx 3 0, 
It follows that 
T(cX) 2 T(X). 
T(C”‘X) > T(X). 
For any positive matrix A, we define 
It is then trivial that if y > 0 and A > 0, and u = Ay, then 
min uj 3 ~(4 II Y II. 
We note also that for any matrix A, we have 
Now let y 
and 
so that 
and 
Px, z = v/II y 11. Then we have 
minx 3 Y(W II x II 
II Y I1 G II C” II II x II, 
min Zj 3 y(Cm)/ll C” II 
T(z) = T(y) > T(x). 
(3) 
Therefore the supremum of T(X) on the set of x > 0, 11 x 11 = 1, is the same 
as its supremum on the subset where min, xj 3 r(P)/11 Cm 11. Since 7 is 
continuous on this subset, it attains its maximum X there at some vector .$. 
If E = I/ Ct - AE II > 0 and y = P(C5 - Xc), then min yj > y(P)c > 0. 
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But since J* :r= C(P[) - hCJslt, this implies that T(C*~& :;, A, which contra- 
dicts the definition of h. Hence E = 0 and Cf : ht. Thus all f :‘> 0 for 
which ~(5) :- : X are eigenvectors of C. 
The function 
P(C) x Y(C)l,i C II 
seems to be a natural measure of the positivity of a matrix and arises 
frequently in the sequel. In the course of the argument, we proved 
COROLLARY la. If C Z 0 and 0” > 0, and 5 is the positive unit vector 
which maximizes r, then min, fj > p(Cn’). 
For the sake of completeness we prove that properties (a)-(c) in Perron’s 
theorem hold also for nonnegative power-positive matrices. Let C’ be the 
transpose of C, and let 7 be a positive unit eigenvector belonging to A. If p 
is any eigenvalue of C other than h and z is an eigenvector belonging to p, 
let 1 z 1 be the vector with the components 1 zj 1, 1 <<j < n. Let A = Cm. 
We have 
A’r) z jp$j and AZ :rz p”z. 
It follows that 
jpl”ijZl <Al+ 
and 
unless z is a scalar multiple of a nonnegative vector, and then p must also 
be nonnegative. Consequently, except in this case, we have 
that is, 
so that 
P - I P I”%17 . I z I> > 0, 
iPl <A. 
In the exceptional case we may assume z b 0, p 2 0. Then we obtain 
0 = 7) . (Cz - pz) = (A - p)(r] . z), 
and therefore ,LL = A. 
Finally if z is any eigenvector of C belonging to h, let 
so that 
.;z-~~, 
cll -= Au, ?J . u -= 0. 
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If z is not a scalar multiple of f, then u # 0. If u were a scalar multiple 
of a nonnegative vector, then 1 7 * u 1 would be positive. Hence we find that 
and therefore 
?j * (A 1 u I - A” 1 u I) > 0. 
But since q * A 1 u / = hm 1 u 1, we have arrived at a contradiction. Therefore 
u = 0, #and z is a scalar multiple of 6. 
The same argument shows that h can be characterized by another extremal 
problem. 
THEOREM 2. If C 3 0 and Cm > 0 andfor x > 0 
(4) 
then 
h = F$ u(x) = u(t). 
Proofi Let 1 be the vector with all components equal to 1. It is sufficient 
to look for the minimum of u on the set S, of all x > 0 such that j/ x /I = 1 
and U(X) < o(l). The argument of Theorem 1 shows that u(CYY) < u(Cx) < 
u(x), and that if u(C*x) < u(l), x > 0, and /I x II = 1, then 
for all j. (5) 
Thus it suffices to look for the minimum of u on the subset S, of those x in S, 
which satisfy (5). Again if the minimum is attained at u ES, and 
U(V)V -- CV # 0, then u(C%) < u(v), which contradicts the minimum 
property of ~1. 
We note 
COROLLARY 2a. If C > 0 and Cm > 0, then 
Xc 3 max Cjj , i 
and 
Proof, The first estimate follows from X, > T(W), where 8(j) is the 
vector with components &, . The second follows from ~(1) < h, < u(l). 
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If T* and a* are the functions corresponding to r and 0 for the transposed 
matrix C’, then we have the inequalities 
T(X) -i u*(y) and o(x) > P(y) 
for any positive x and JI. 
We wish to sharpen property (c) of Perron’s theorem. 
THEOREM 3. If C 3 0 and C’” > 0, and 
cz=pz, q--l, (argzj/ <37/Z forj> 1, 
then p = X and z > 0. 
Proof. Let 7 be the vector such that 
77 > 0, llrlll = 1, and c’7j = hrj. 
By property (b), the conclusion follows if p = X. If p # A, then from 
17 . Cz = A(7 . z) we obtain 17 . z = 0. But 
which is a contradiction. 
Following Ostrowski [16], if y > 0 and x is any real vector, we define 
m(x; v) and M(x; y) as the upper and lower bounds, respectively, of m and A4 
such that 
my < x < My. 
Then we have 
T(X) = m(Cx; x), u(x) = M(Cx; x), 
min xj = m(h; l), max xj = M(x; 1). 
Birkhoff [2] introduced into the study of positive matrices the projective 
metric 
4x, Y> = log(M(x; v>/m(x; Y>) 6, Y > 0) 
of Hilbert [8] (see also Busemann and Kelley [5]). If C is a positive matrix, 
then we have 
where 
;$a~ ~(CX, Cy) = log Tc = dc, 
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(Ostrowski [16, p. 871) and 
p/2 - 1 
max 4% W/&x, v) = Tf,2 + 1 = NC 
C 
(Birkhoff [2, Lemma 1; p. 2211). 
We can use these relations to sharpen the considerations of Theorem 1. 
If Cm > 0 and x > 0 and T = T(P), then 
M(Cm+lx - ~(x)Px; Cmx) < Tm(C"+lx - '(x)Cmx; Cmx). 
If M = M(Cnz+lx - T(X) Cx; 0%) and 77 is the positive eigenvector of C’ 
as in the proof of Theorem 3, then we have 
cm+1x - T(X) C”x < MC”x, 
so that, with h = A,, 
and 
@(A - T(X))(T) . x) < MP(7j . x), 
h - T(X) < A4 < Tm(C'lz+lx - T(X) C"x; Px). 
We infer that 
Pi-lx - T(X) C"'x >i T-l@ - '(x))Cmx, 
which yields 
or 
T(cmX) < T(X) + T-l@ - T(X)), 
h - T(cmX) < (1 - T-l@ - T(X)). 
If v = mq + r, 0 < Y < m, then it follows that 
so that 
x - T(c”X) < x - T(cm*X) 
< (1 - T-l)'@ - T(X)), 
Similarly, we find that 
$$ T(c%) = h. 
(6) 
u(C+=x) - x < (1 - T-l)(u(x) - h). (7) 
In the course of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we proved I >, T(X), 
4cx) :< a(x), which imply that 
m-1 
B(C"x; x) < c e(c"+lx; Ckx) 
k=O 
.< me(cx; x). 
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But if 5 is the positive eigenvector of C such that ;I t 1 =z 1 and N 1 ti(C”‘), 
then 
so that 
Qx; 4, :: e(,x: C’J’X) 1. B(C”‘x, [) 
_ &.Y, C”‘S) + Mqx, I$) ‘-2 
6)(x, 5) < (1 - N)-1 0(x, Px). 
If x is normalized so that m(x; 6) M(x; 5) = 1, that is 
then 
log M(x; 6) = qx, Q/2 = e/2, 
and 
exp(-e/2)5 < x ,< exp(W5, 
where 
k -= m(1 - /V-l/2. 
Thus we can estimate the distance from x to t in terms of the ratio 
4Mx>. 
THEOREM 4. If C 3 0 and C”” > 0 und x > 0, then 
lim o(C*x) =: Fni 7(C”x) = A,. 21333 
and we have inequalities (6) and (7) on the rates of convergence of a(Cex) and 
T(C”X) to A, , and (8) on the distance from x to the positive eigenvector. 
In the following we shall continue to denote by [ and 77 the positive 
eigenvectors of C and C’, respectively. If we set 
then we may still replace c and q by at and a-lq, respecitvely, where a is any 
positive number. It will be convenient to postpone further normalization 
of .$ and 7 until later. 
The transformation C’ may be considered as the adjoint of C, operating 
on the dual space with the norm 
For future use we give the following modification of (8): 
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LEMMA 1. If x > 0 and 0(x, f) < E, then 
PYOO~; Let z = x - (v . x)4. We have 
wx; n = (77 .x) + wz; 0, 
MT 5) = (17 .x) + m(z; 0, 
and m(z; 5) < q . z = 0 < M(z; 6). 
Furthermore, we have M(x; f) < e%z(x; 5). It follows that 
Wz; 0 - m(z; 5) < W; 5) - eEm(z, 5) < (ee - l)(~ * x). 
Since 
we obta.in 
II z II < max(Wz; 6% -N; 0) II 4 II, 
II z II < (ec - Ih .x> II t II. 
The following estimates are also useful. 
LEMMA 2. 
II f II II q III d l/AC), 
II 5 II II rl Ill < exrW - N&l &Cl, 1% 
4% 1) 2 FL(C) II 17 //I . 
Prooj? Since 
1 = 7 .4 2 4E; 1) II 7 Ill 2 
the first estimate follows from Corollary la. An alternative estimate of 
I/ [ ll/m(5; 1) = exp(B(E; 1) follows from 
w?; 1) < Kc, Cl) + &Cl; 1) 
d w(5,i) + wi, 11, 
and this yields the second inequality. The third follows from 
which implies 
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We note that &Cl, 1) : log(o(l)/~(l)). and u(l)/~(l) is the ratio of‘ the 
bounds for A,. given in Corollary 2a. 
THEOREM 5. Ifq . z I-- 0, rrnd C : 0, then 
,i C“Z :~ :< (34/p(C))(h,Nc)’ ,i Z I(. 
Remark. Ostrowski gives bounds which imply that jj C”z 11 := O((h,N,)“), 
but do not specify the constant implicit in this result. 
Proof. If we set nz = m(f; l), then from 
we obtain 
and 
--m(z; 6) < a. 
If k > 1, then we have 
x=ka[+s>O 
and 
so that 
W-Y 5) d (k + l>a, m(x; 5) > (k - lb, 
19(x; t) < (k + I)/(k - 1) = t. 
Now we obtain 
B(C”x; 5) < N,“B(x; 5) < tNcv = E. 
From 
and 
we infer, by Lemma 1, that 
?j . C”z = 0 
II Cvz II < (e’ - 1) kab” II 5 Il. 
But E < t, so that we have 
If we now choose k = 5, we obtain the theorem. 
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3. PERTURBATION OF SIMPLE EICENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 
In this section we give results which we need on the perturbation of simple 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. While these results are implicit, in principle, 
in the available literature, it is hard to find there explicit quantitative results. 
Rosenbloom [18] and Kato [14] have obtained results of the kind we want 
by quite different methods. Since their estimates are expressed in terms of 
different data, it is difficult to compare them. We shall work out here various 
estimates using Kato’s method, based on the analysis of the resolvent (see 
Hille and Phillips [9]). This approach has the advantage that it can easily 
be extended to eigenvalues of higher multiplicity. 
Suppose that C is a linear transformation of a complex Banach space X 
into itself, and let 
R(h; C) == (A -- C)-1 
be the resolvent of C. We say that an eigenvalue A, of C is simple if it is also 
an eigenvalue of the conjugate transformation C* on the conjugate space X*, 
the null-spaces of C - A, and C* - A,, are one-dimensional, and A, is an 
isolated point of the spectrum of C. lt follows that R(h; C) has a pole of 
order 1 at A, and that its residue there is a projection P, onto the null-space 
ofC-X,,and 
CP,, = P”C = h,P” . 
Let x,, and x0* be eigenvectors of C and C*, respectively, such that 
x0*(x0) := 1. Thus P, can be expressed in the form 
P” = x,j 0 s,“, 
that is: 
Pox = x@*(x) X” for all x E X. 
If 52 is a domain with rectifiable boundary containing no eigenvalues on its 
boundary, then 
R(X; C) dA 
is a projection onto the union of the eigenspaces corresponding to the 
portion of the spectrum of C contained in J2. In particular, if Sz contains A, 
and no other point of the spectrum of C, then P = P, . 
Suppose Q is such a domain, and let 
If U is a bounded linear transformation of X into itself, then we have 
R(h; C + Cl) = R(h; C)(l - UR@; C))-l 
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and 
R(h; C + U) -- R(h; C) : -- R(h; C +- U) UR(/\; C), 
by Hille and Phillips [9, p. 196-1971. 
Hence if 
then we obtain 
and 
jj R(h; C + U) - R(X; C)jj < M%/(l - 8M). 
If 
then 
P&j R&C+ U)dh, 
aa 
where B = (length of 80)/27~. Consequently, if 
then we obtain 
6 < l/(M + BM2), 
[lP”-Polj < 1. 
By Kato [14, p. 331, this implies that the rank of Pu is one-dimensional, 
so that C + U has a unique eigenvalue h(U) in Q, and 
P”X = xv”(x) xc ) su*(xu) = 1, 
for all x E 3, where xU and xU* are the eigenvectors of C + U and (C + U)*, 
respectively. Furthermore, we have 
(c+ U)Pu = PU(C+- U) =X(U)P,. 
But the formula 
(h(U) - h-J PO = & s,, (A ~ h,> R@; C + U> dA 
I zz- 2Ti asr (A - h,)(R@; C + U) - R(A; C)) dA s 
implies that 
I W) - 4, I II P(u)Il < dBM2W - 6M) 
< dM(1 + BM)6, 
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where 
and 
since 
1 h(U) - A, 1 < dM(1 + BM)6 
Furthermore, we have 
II -p&o> - loll = II xu*(xo) xtr - x0 II d Jfu + BMP II x0 II. 
Similarly, we can show that 
II xo*bJ xv* - x0* II d MO + BWS II x0* Il. 
We summarize these results in 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that C is a linear transformation of X into itself, 
that & is a simple eigenvalue of C, that x0 and x0* are eigenvectors of C and C*, 
respectively, belonging to ho such that x,*(x,) = 1, that J2 is a domain with 
boundary aa of length 27rB containing A, and no other points of the spectrum 
of C, and that 
~4 = %;g II R(k C)ll. 
Then for 
11 Ulj < 6 < l/(M + BM2) = l/K, 
the transformation C + U has a unique eigenvalue h(U) in Q, which is simple. 
This eigenvalue satisfies 
where 
I W) - A, I < KdS, 
There are eigenvectors of C + U and (C + U)*, respectively, belonging to h(U) 
in the spheres 
II x - xo II G KS II xo II and II x* - xo* II < KS II xo* Il. (9) 
We remark that we can always normalize x0 and x0* so that II x0* Ij = 
II x0 II =: II PO /P2. 
By minor modifications of the above argument, we can obtain similar 
results for unbounded regions J2. For example, we have 
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COROLLARY 6a. Suppose that C is a bounded linear transformation on X 
to itself, and A, , x,, , and x,,* are as above. Suppose also that there are no other 
points of the spectrum of C in j h 1 2 r, M!here r < j A, I. and that 
Then for 
jl Uil < 6 < l/(M -/- rM2) = l/K 
the transformation C + U has a unique eigenvalue X(U) in 1 h / 3 r, which is 
simple. It satisfies 
There are eigenvectors of C + U and (C f U)*, respectively, belonging to 
h(U) and satisfying (9). 
For the proof, we take 8 to be the annulus r < ! z j < R, and let R + co. 
We note that 
R@; C) z-1 f C’~/jj”?-l 
0 
= x-1 f CA-” + O(P) 
for / h 1 > / X0 I. This implies that 
pu - PO = - ;& j-r (R(A; C + U) - R(& U)) dA 
and 
(x(u) - ho) pu = u - 2’,1 Jr (A - h,)(R(h; c + U) - R@, U)) dh, 
where ris the circle / X / = r. The rest of the reasoning is as before. 
Another variant of the argument yields 
COROLLARY 6b. Let a > 0 and suppose that 
Mj = sup 1 h Ij ji R(X; C)‘i, j = 0, 1. 
RA=<, 
Suppose also that the bounded transformation C has the simple eigenvalue A, , 
RX, > a, and that the half-plane RX 2 a contains no other points of the 
spectrum of C. Then for 
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the tran.rformation C + U has a unique eigenvalue h(U) in the half-plane 
Rh 3 a, and it is simple. It satisjies 
I h(U) - h, I < (2M;l + 1) K I/ CII 6 (10) 
if 6 < jl C/j. There are eigenvectors of C + U and (C + U)*, respectively, 
belonging to X(U) and satisfying (9). 
This time we take 9 to be the portion of the circle 1 h [ < r in the half- 
plane RX > a. Again the contribution of the circular part 1 X j = r to the 
integral 
Pu - PO = & s,, (R(X; C + U) - R(h; C)) dA 
approaches zero, so that we obtain 
Pu - PO = &J”_‘“” (R(X; C t- U) - R(h; C)) dh. 
a rm 
From the identity 
R(h; C + U) - R(h; C) = R(X; C)(l - UR(x; C))-l UR(X; C) 
it follows that 
Ml26 
II R(k C + W - R@; C)ll G , h (2 (1 _ M,s> 9 
which yields 
M12S 
We set 
D(x) = R(h; C + U) - R(h; C). 
From the identities 
AR@; C) = 1 + R(X; C)C 
and 
we derive 
AR@; C + U) = 1 + R(X; C + U)(C + U), 
D(A) = A-l(D(h)C + R(X; C + U)U) 
= klD(h)C + k2(U + R(h; C + U)(C + U)U). 
Conseq.uently, we infer 
1 =- 2mi aR ‘D(h) d’ - &(PcJ - PJ s 
= J(C + U) u + (Pu - p&c _A,), 
640/22/Z-3 
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where 
Again the integrand is O(P), is 1 h 1 --f 03, and J is independent of r for I 
sufficiently large. Hence we find that 
J _ 2;i J”‘,~’ R(k “x-a dAih. 
n 2” 
Now the estimate 
yields 
il R(h; C t U)ll < II R@; C>li/(l - MO@ 
Ml 1 J I 5 Yjj(l _ Mo*) 3 
from which we conclude the inequality. 
Remark. We always have the relation 
Ml < 1 4-l!C/iM,, 
but sometimes we can obtain a much sharper bound for MI . 
4. PERTURBATION OF POWER-POSITIVE MATRICES 
We wish now to apply the results of the previous section to power- 
positive matrices. For this purpose we need to estimate the resolvent of such 
a matrix. If C is power-positive, we shall denote by h, its largest eigenvalue 
and by f and 7 the positive eigenvectors of C and C*, respectively, normalized 
by the conditions 
?j-E=l, I! 7 II = II 5 I! = II PO IV2> 
where PO = 5 0 77 is the projection defined by 
Pox == (7 . x)[ for all X. 
THEOREM 7. If C > 0 and 
then for &NC < r < A,, we have 
Wr) d p-L(C)-WC - r>-” + W - &N&l>, 
wthere 
B = B(C) = 34(1 + /~(c)-l). 
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Proof. Let y be a given vector, 
b =-q-y, z = (1 - PO)y = y - b& 
and 
Then 
(A - C)x = y. 
x = (A - X,)-l bc$ + (A - C)-’ ;. 
The estimate in Theorem 5 yields 
jl R(X; C)Z I/ < 34p(C)-I(\ h / - &NC)--l 11 z (1. 
Since Lemma 2 implies that 
II z /I G II Y II + II t I/ II rl il !I Y II G (1 + CL(W) ii Y II, 
we obtain the estimate for M(r) stated above. 
The minimum of (h, - r)-l + B(r - h,Nc)-l is attained for r = oth, , 
where 01 = (N, + B1/2)/(1 + B1j2), from which we obtain 
COROLLARY 7a. For 01 = (N, + B112)/(l + B1iz), we have 
M(&) < (1 + B+)2/((1 - NC) p(C) Xc). 
To deal with power-positive matrices, we use the identity 
R(h, C) = (5’ X7;C”‘-‘-“) R@“‘; Cm). 
k=O 
COROLLARY 7b. If C > 0 and Cl” > 0, and N = N(p), B’ = B(p), 
and hcNIJnz < r -cc A, , then 
M(r) < II C llm - rm B’ 
’ 11 C j/ - r p(&‘) XCTn !- rm + r” - Xc”N’ 
For example, if m = 2, and OL = (N + (B’)lj2)/(1 f (B’)l12), then an easy 
computation yields 
200 II c II 
M(OL1'2hC) G (1 - N)(/4C2) x,)2 ' 
Application of Corollary 6a and Lemma 2 leads to 
COROLLARY lc. If C > 0 and 01 is as in Corollary 7a, and 
II Ull < 6 < l/K 
Il. GURARI 
then C + U has a unique eigencalue h(U) in the set I h I ;- .uh, , and h(U) 
satisfies 
j h(U) - hc I < (1 + 2&K)& 
and this eigenvalue is simple. There are eigenvectors .Y and y of C f U and 
cc + w*, respectively, in the spheres 
II x - f II < ~2 II f II, II Y - 7 Ill d f3 II 7) Ill * 
If 6 < p(C)/K, then ) arg xj I < 8, where 
sin 0 = G/p(C), 0 d e < 42. 
We can apply Corollary 7b in a similar way to obtain a corresponding 
result for power-positive matrices. 
We now wish to prove a generalization of Theorem 3. For this purpose 
we first derive a lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If C > 0, z # 0, / arg zj / < y < 42 for all j, and 
then 
II c.2 - P” II < E, 
and 
I 4 - P I e 4 z II p(C) cos y) = WI z II, (11) 
/I z - (7) * z) [ II .< 
34(1 + K) E 
p(C) A,(1 - Nc) = KIE* (12) 
Prooj: Let zj = rj exp(idJ, 1 0, / < y < 71./2 for all j. Since 
r * (Cz - PI = Gb - P)(rl * z) 
and 
R(T - z) = 2 yjrj cos 0, 
2 m(rl; 1) Ii z II ~0s Y, 
we obtain 
I xc - P I mh; 1) II z II cos y G II 77 III E, 
and now Lemma 2 implies (11). 
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Now let u = P,z = z - (7 . z)c, so that 
(C - A& = (C - h,)z = v. 
Hence we have 
u = - 2 jpk-lCkv 
k=O 
and, by Theorem 5, we find that 
Since 
so that 
we obtain the estimate (12). 
THEOREM 8. If C > 0, Ij U/I < E, and if z is an eigenvector of C + U 
such that 
I/ z II = 1 and /argz,/ <r<rr/2 forallj, 
belonging to the eigenvalue p, then 
(13) 
and 
where K and KI are as in Lemma 3. 
In Corollary 7a we obtain conditions on U that C i- U have a unique 
eigenvalue in 1 X I 3 c& , and then find that its eigenvector is close to E. 
In Theorem 8 we find that if C + U has an eigenvector satisfying (13) and 
U is small, then the corresponding eigenvalue is close to h, and the eigenvector 
is close to a scalar multiple of 5. Here U is not necessarily so small that 
Corollary 7a applies, and so there may very well be other eigenvalues in 
I A I 3 c&. 
In the next theorem we give a sufficient condition that C + U have at least 
one eigenvector satisfying (13) and with a positive component. Again the 
condition may not be strong enough to ensure uniqueness of the corre- 
sponding eigenvalue. 
THEOREM 9. Jf C > 0 and 0 < y < 5-12 and 
E < p(C)li2 sin y/(2K,), 
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where Kl is NS it1 Lemmrr 3, then for 1; U/j <; E, the n1atri.x C t- U has at1 
eigencector z in the set 
Ploqf. For 0 .: t :< I, let C(t) m: C -t- rti, and let t, be the least upper 
bound of the t in [0, 11 such that C(T) has an eigenvector in S(y). Then t, is 
positive by Corollary 7c. If t, < 1, then C(t,) has an eigenvector 3 on the 
boundary of S(y). We may assume that I arg zi I := y. Let a -= 17 . z. Then 
by Lemma 3, we have 
and 
j pi - a(j 1 : : Kl E Ij 5 I!. 
Consequently, we infer that 
by Lemma 2. This is impossible if E satisfies the above inequality. 
COROLLARY 9a. If A z:: (Cj, exp(iBllJ), where C > 0, and j Bj, , : ~9 < 
$2 for all j, k and if 
2 sin(8/2) < p(C) 1/z sin y/(2& Ij C ii). 
the/l A has an eigenvector in S(y). 
Proof. We set U :~= A - C in Theorem 9. 
By means of these methods, we can obtain similar results for power- 
positive matrices. 
LEMMA 4. Zf C 3 0, C”’ 3, 0, !; z I/ -= 1, 1 arg I, / < y < n/2, and 
N -= N(P), and 
‘/ CZ - pZ I! 5: E, 
the/l 
arld 
1 A, - p j < E/(/L(C”‘) cos y) =: K(P)E, 
= Kl(C”“) E. 
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THEOREM 10. If C > 0, C” > 0, and 0 < y < 3~12, and 
E < sin y/(2~(C791/2 &(C*)), 
then for jl U I! < E, the matrix C + U has an eigenvector in S(y). 
5. MATRICES WITH DOMINANT BORDER 
In this section it will be convenient o have the indices in our vectors and 
matrices run from 0 to N. We shall begin by determining the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of a border matrix C, i.e., a matrix such that Cj, = 0 forjk f 0. 
IfCz=Xz,zfO,andh#O,thenforj>Owehave 
so that 
zj = Cj,Z,/X 
where 
&, = X c C,,,z, = (C,,,h + d) z0 , 
d = 5 C,&, . 
1 
Since z # 0, we must have z,, # 0, and therefore X is a root of the quadratic 
polynomial 
and 
Q(A) = A2 - C,,,X - d, 
X = (C,,, f (C& + 4d)1’2)/2. 
Incidentally, it is easy to prove that 
det(X - C) = AN-lQ(A). 
If h =: 0, then z is in the (N - 1)-dimensional subspace 
zo = 0, f c,,z, = 0. 
1 
Similarly, we easily compute 
W; 0.~ = @Q(W x, 
142 
where 
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= hCjoyo + Go c’ Cok~r + (PC4 -I- CjoCoJ yj , 
for j > 0. Here C’ denotes the summation over all indices k # 0, j. 
If Cjo # 0 for allj, then it is often convenient o normalize the matrix C. 
We transform by the diagonal matrix A defined by 
Ajj = Cjo 3 Aj, = 0 for j # k, 
and set 
A-WA = Cooi’. (14) 
If .X is an eigenvector of c belonging to the eigenvalue p, then Ax is an 
eigenvector of C belonging to the eigenvalue Coop. The matrix f? is a border 
matrix with 
cjo = 1 and eoj := cojcjo/c,“, for all j. 
Hence we first focus our attention on border matrices with Cjo = 1 and 
Coi > 0 for allj. There is a unique positive eigenvalue A,, a unique negative 
eigenvalue A, , and an eigenvalue of multiplicity N - 1 at 0. Let us compute 
the other data needed in order to apply the results of Section 3. 
The positive eigenvector E belonging to A1 has the components 
5j == fo!h for j > 0, 
and since h, > I, we have ;I 5 1; = to. The positive eigenvector 77 of C* has 
the coordinates 
% == CO~?70/~1 for j > 0, 
and 
I! 7 Ill = rloU + 4h) = r]oh . 
The normalization 
7.5=1> II 77 Ill = II l II, 
leads to 
70 = (1 + 4q1’4, to = (710 + rlow. (15) 
Finally we have 
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On the line RX = 4, the perpendicular bisector of the segment [h, , h,], 
we have h - h2 = 1 X I2 > j h [/2, so that 
Therefore we have 
I QGVI = I h I2 + d. 
I~/+d<W2+d~2 
I Q<@ ., Ihj2+d ’ 
Furthermore, we see that 
I QGV + CM I = I X I2 + Cd - Cd 
It follows that 
< lh12+d. 
I h I + (d - Coj) + I Q<& + C,j I < I A I + d + I QGU 
< 3 I Q@>l < 6 I hQ(@l, 
and conclude that 
II RCA; Cl < 6 for Rh = +. 
We note that for t > 0, s - 0, 
s2 + sd < s2 + (tds2 + tFd)/2 
= ((2 + td)s2 + t-ld)/2. 
If we choose t as the positive solution of 
(2 + td)t = I, i.e., t = (-1 + (1 + d)li2)/d, 
then we obtain 
s2 + sd < (s2 + d)(2 + td)/2. 
Hence for Rh = +, we have 
I A I I! R(k C> < max((l + (1 + W2N2, 3) = Ml, (16) 
which is sharper than the bound 1 + 6 11 C // obtained from the identity 
AR@; C) = 1 + R(h; C)C. 
We can now apply Corollary 6b. A little computation yields 
THEOREM 11. If C is a nonnegative border matrix with Cj, = 1 for all j, 
and if 
II UII < 6 < l/(6 + Ml21 = l/K 
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then C f U has a unique eigenvalue h(U) in the harf plane Rh ‘2 4. This 
eigenvalue is simple, and satisfies 
1 h(U) - A, 1 :-> yl(i, C,i)S, 
where 
y(k) == 1 + 35k k :: 25, 
= (k2/2)(1 +- 12k-‘1”) k I> 25. 
There is an eigenvector x of C + U, belonging to X(U), such that 
I x - 5 II < K6 II 5 Il. 
If h,K6 < 1, then for all j we have 
and 
1 arg Xj [ < oL, 
where 
sin a = h,K6, 0 < a < n/2. 
There is an eigenvector y of (C + U)*, belonging to X(U), such that 
/I Y - ‘I I/I G Ka II rl /II - 
If we apply Theorem 11 to the matrix c defined by (14), then we obtain 
COROLLARY 1 la. Suppose that C is a border matrix and that C’j, f 0 and 
Cj,C,i/C&, >, 0 for all j. If V is a matrix such that 
.for all j, 
where 
6 < l/(6 + M12) = l/K, 
and Ml is defined by (16) with 
then C + V has a unique eigenvalue h(V) in the half-plane R(h/C,,) > 9. 
This eigenvalue is simple. If we set 
A, = (1 + (1 + 4d)‘/3/2 (17) 
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then there is an eigenvector x of C + V, belonging to X(V), such that 
x0 _- 
coo 1 <K& 
and 
< K6 .for j>O. 
If X,K8 < 1, and 
sin 01 = &KS, 0 e a < 42, 
then 
I ar&Wjo>l G N for all j. 
There is an eigenvector y of (C + V)*, belonging to X(V), such that 
I COOYO - 1 I+ $ / GOY, - e ( < &K6. 
Note that x and y satisfy 
m?x 2 < I I (I + KS) h, min xj I-l (1 - &KS) j Cjo ’ 
and 
M - KS) d f I C,,Y, I G h(l -j- K6). 
0 
By an easy limiting process, or by imitating the above argument, we can 
obtain extensions of this result to certain infinite-dimensional spaces. 
Let J1 be the Banach space of absolutely convergent series y with the norm 
and let 1, = Zr* be its conjugate space, the set of all bounded sequences x 
with the norm 
II XII, = sup I xj I. 
If (a,}, n > 0, is a sequence of nonzero complex numbers, and A is the 
diagonal transformation defined by 
(Ax)~ = a,xj for all j, 
then we may denote by Al, and Al, , respectively, the transforms of I1 and I, 
by A. 
6< 1 IK K = 6 + M12, 
then C + V, us a linear transformation on Al, , has a unique eigenvalue h(V) 
in the half plane R(/\/C,,,) 3 4. This eigenvalue is simple, and is also a simple 
eigenvalue of (C + V)* on A-l/, . If h,K6 < I, then there is an eigencector x 
of C + V, belonging to h(V) such that 
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COROLLARY 1 lb. Suppose that C is a border mutrix and thut C,,, -= 0 
and Cj,C~,i/C,“,, z- 0 for ull j > 0. and that 
0 < d = 1 cojcjojc,~o q.- + m. 
1 
Let A be defined by (Ax)~ = Cjwxj for j I;: 0. 
Then if V is a matrix such that 
i arg(Xj/CjJj << n: for all j, 
where 
sin 01 = &KS, 0 < a < 42. 
We can also obtain results like Theorem 9, which may not be strong 
enough to imply uniqueness. Suppose that 
and 
and that 
Cj,< = rjli exp(iOjjl;), rj,: ;2 0, 
I d.,,% s; B < 42 for allj, k, 
max (ril,/ro6.) = a, i-l ,kZ 0 
N 
ma; C rjpirjo = 17. 
'1 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
Then a and b are measures of the dominance of the border of the matrix C. 
THEOREM 12. Zf C satisfies Eqs. (18)-(20), and 
0-j 7 -:I X/2, 0 4 y, 
sin((y/2) -t 20) < sin(3y/2) - 2ab, 
(21) 
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then C has an eigenvector z in the convex set 
S(y): zo = 1, / arg zj / < y (allj). 
Remarks. If a = 0 = 0, then C is a power-positive border matrix 
(C* > 0). If s = sin(y/2), then 
y(y) = sin(3y/2) - sin(y/2) 
= 2s cos y = 2(s - 29) > 0 
for 0 << y < 77/2. Hence (16) is satisfied for sufficiently small 0 and a. 
Thus (21) defines a class of matrices close to power-positive border matrices, 
which are sure to have an eigenvector in S(y). For y close to 0, our result 
may be considered a perturbation of the Perron-Frobenius result, while if y 
is close to r/2, the result is related to Theorem 3. Note also the maximum of q~ 
is attained for 
sin(y/2) = 1/6112 
and is (S/27)‘/“. Thus if 2ab < (8/27)1/2, then (21) is satisfied for some y 
and for all sufficiently small 0. 
Proqf. For given y, 0, and rj7, (j, k 3 0) satisfying (21), let B,, be the least 
upper bound of the numbers such that 
and such that every matrix C with / Bjr j < 8, (all j, k) has an eigenvector 
in S(y). Then 8, > 0, and if 0, < 8, then there is a matrix C with 1 Oj, [ < B0 
(allj, A:) having an eigenvector z on the boundary of S(y). 
Let 
zk = pk exp(ia7J, Pk 3 0, 
for k -3 0. We may assume that cyO = 0, and aj = y, lj > 0, and 1 elk 1 < y 
for k :> 0. For any m > 0, we have 
But 
and this implies that 
for m > 0. 
>, c rOkpk cos(e f Y), 
pm < a/co@ + y) 
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We set 
so that 
The estimate 
h C”,, -- 4, > 
hq = C,” -1 zj . 
i Z, / < i r,,,,pk S:I abr,,,&os(8 + 7) 
yields 
where 
I arg(l -!- 4Cmo)l < B, 
sin ,6 = abjcos(B + y), 0 < p < lrj2. 
Consequently, we obtain 
y == arg zj =z arg((C,, + Z,)/(C,, + Z,)) 
:< 8 + p - (-6 - /I) = a(e + p), 
or 
that is 
sin((r/%) - 0) < sin j3, 
2 sin((r/2) - 0) cos(8 + r) < 2ab. 
But the left-hand side is 
sin(3y/2) - sin(20 + (y/2)), 
so this inequality contradicts (21). 
COROLLARY 12a. If C s&s-es the conditions 
cj, f 0 
I arg((C~~~C~o)/(CooCjo>)j < 0 
I C”” I I cj, I G a I co, I I Go I 
and 
and condition (20), then C has an eigenvector z such that 
z. = C 00 9 I WdzjlCj0)l < Y (j > 0). 
Clearly Theorem 12 and its corollary can be extended in the obvious way 
to certain infinite-dimensional spaces. 
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